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The VHL-HIF2 axis

A subset of ccRCC tumors are HIF2-independent
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Targeting renal cell carcinoma with a HIF-2 antagonist
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On-target efficacy of a HIF-2α antagonist in preclinical kidney cancer models
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Conditional overexpression and knockout systems to evaluate the role of oncogenes and tumor suppressors

Doxycycline-induced reconstitution of VHL in XP258 (VHL-null line) blocks tumor growth

Loss of HIF2α in XP374 (HIF2-dependent line) blocks tumor growth

2022 Kidney Cancer Research Summit
How does the loss of known VHL targets affect tumor growth in HIF2-independent lines?

Loss of HIF1α in XP258 (HIF2-independent line) does not significantly affect the rate of tumor growth.

**VHL substrate transcription factor ZHX2 as an oncogenic driver in clear cell renal cell carcinoma**
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**Genome-wide Screening Identifies SFMBT1 as an Oncogenic Driver in Cancer with VHL Loss**
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**Novel VHL substrate targets SFMBT1 and ZHX2 may be important prognostic predictors in patients with ccRCC**
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VHL substrate capture to identify novel VHL-dependent onco-proteins

In collaboration with Dr. Qing Zhang at UT Southwestern:

Lysate from HIF2-independent tumorgrafts → in vitro GST-VHL pull down → Mass Spectrometry to identify novel VHL binding factors → Validate novel VHL targets and identify mis-regulated molecular pathways
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